Divide and Conquer Each State Agency’s
Requirements in Microsoft 365
Customise Microsoft 365 For Each Agency’s Needs – On One Tenant

Leveraging a centralised solution across all state agencies is a widely accepted approach to IT. You can
maximise IT investments, mitigate risk by ensuring broad state policy and streamline some operations.
However, while these benefits are valuable, not all agencies are created equal.
Health Services handles sensitive information and requires a thorough review of membership and
purpose of a new Teams channel, while Transportation has no restrictions and needs the ability to spin up
a new Teams channel quickly. And both need to understand their allocation in Microsoft 365 to complete
their budget for next year.
You try to accommodate everyone, but there are too many individual requirements. How will you strike a
balance between the state and all the agencies?
AvePoint’s solutions will empower you to meet every
agency need:
Easily backup and recover data
Recover lost, deleted, or corrupt content at the agency
level by trusted administrators. On-demand granular
recovery manages conflicts to ensure the most
authoritative copy is recovered without disrupting the
rest of your tenant. Content is stored either in our
unlimited secure storage in Azure or choose to bring
your own storage (BYOS).
Gain visibility and control over license cost
Not sure whether you’re under-or-over-assigned
Microsoft 365 licenses? Having difficulty aligning your
total license costs with each agency? Delegate control
to agency budget holders to avoid IT bottlenecks.
Gain insights and report on license consumption and
associated costs, so you can better allocate licenses
and create a budget and IT alignment.

Without using Cloud
Governance, the 500 active
Teams we currently have would
have taken up to 1,000 hours
to create. Thanks to Cloud
Governance, the 500 active
Teams took only a total of 250
hours to create – a 75% decrease
in time spent.
- Richard Maschwitz
Project Systems and Assurance Manager,
Major Transport Infrastructure Authority

Increase scalability with automated IT services
Decrease time-to-value for users while still ensuring
agency-level policy and compliance requirements
with automated workspace provisioning. In addition,
combat sprawl with automated workflows recertifying
collaboration spaces and the members within
Microsoft 365.

AvePoint AOS is IRAP Certified

AvePoint can support your cloud journey every step of the way
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